
What Does It Mean To List My House?

Listing your house is not a guarantee to sell the house. For starters, sometimes there 
are no buyers at that price point, sometimes the market shifts, sometimes you won’t 
get what you want, and sometimes, your situation changes and you decide not to sell. 


• PLEASE NOTE: You are not hiring me to list your house; we are working together to 
sell your house, so we will need to work as a team to ensure a successful closing.


Your life doesn’t stop when your house is listed, but it does change: keeping it show-
ready and being able to vacate for showings on short notice are very important. 


Important Notes 

• You do not have to accept any offers. Sometimes, Sellers are concerned that they 
have to settle for less than they want because an offer comes in low. If a Buyer is 
not willing to negotiate, you can reject the offer.


• Life happens: if something comes up that interferes with your listing, you can take it 
temporarily off the market at any time. The listing will extend for the time period 
that the home is temporarily off the market.


• Do your best to accommodate showings. If you have company in town, it may be 
harder to open the house, but this may be the buyer! They will buy something else. I 
have seen it happen. While some buyers are willing to make offers sight-unseen, 
they will use the inspection as their first showing and are more likely to cancel the 
contract.


• Many sellers like to remain somewhat anonymous when selling. They know many 
real estate agents or have friends who watch the market. No problem! Just let us 
know and we will substitute your names for “withheld” in the listing. The only time 
an agent generally will seek that information is when they are drawing up the offer 
on your house. 


• For your security, I recommend removing valuables from plain view and fine art 
from walls before photos and before showings.  Your listing will be online and we do 
not want to advertise your valuables to any potential criminals who may be scouring 
the internet for ideas.
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